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Trivia Answers

4. Relapse

This year’s trip to Garner State park
was a lot different for me than my
first trip as a newcomer. At that
time, my son came with me. He was
about 7 years old. My boy has since
graduated college and is 24 years old.
I, once again, stayed in a screened
shelter. Solo this time. No longer
feeling like the scared, shy little girl
that came to the rooms, my Higher
Power has given me the strength

and the willingness to explore new
places. One of those places was
Crystal Cave. Myself and two other
addicts climbed the “mountain” to
get to he cave. The view from up
high was breathtaking. My spirit
always feels refreshed when I’m out
in the wilderness.
Listening to the NA speakers and
fellowshipping with other NA members outdoors is a very spiritual experience for myself.
(cont. page 2 FROLIC...)
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2. Using drugs against our
will.

1. Open-mindedness ,
willingness
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3. To carry the message to
the addict who still
suffers.

EANA Free-Way next issue February 2018
Send NA-related articles, poems, cartoons, announcements,
etc.
to amcgamcg@yahoo.com, or snail mail
to EANA, Attn: Newsletter,
2186 Jackson Keller | PMB No. 335 | San Antonio, TX 78213.
Thank you! Alice D., Newsletter Chair

Laura S.
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Page 10

(cont.
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1
FROLIC...)
Living life on life’s terms is not always
to my liking. Surrounded by people in
NA that care about me and my relationship with a loving, caring God helps me

Editor’s Note

Light & Dark

(cont. pg 10… NA has been very good to me)
by Alice D.

members were with my use of profanity. It
also pointed out that their local NA
community doesn’t tolerate swearing in their
meetings and pointed out several ways in
which they deal with this challenge.

When the Sun is shining

This one addict’s “share from the heart” had a
stunning effect on me.

As long as I’m in the light

Blooming bright
Keeps me calm and right
I’m alright

One of the most significant gifts that NA has
given me is respectability as a human being.
Respect and dignity are attributes for recovering addicts if we are to achieve unity and help
to create a loving and safe environment for
newcomers and old-timers alike.

And Bright

As the sun falls and says
Goodnight
(Elena Y.)

Part of m new awareness includes not treading
upon another addict’s sensitivity by using
inappropriate expletives. Anything I can do to
bridge that separation, I believe, is mu responsibility to do.

(Con’t from page 10 Upcoming Events)
Steps on Sunday -Speaker Meeting ..Jan 6th
@7pm ...Vince M (Step 4) 10929 Nacogdoches
#12
EACNA V 2019 –Jan 18th 19th & 20th…
El Tropicano Hotel 110 Lexington Ave …
Registration: eacnasa.org
Outreach to New Way to Live - Tues Jan
22...FM 1107 Hwy 87 Pandora, Tx
Contact Jose W. 210-857-2348
Outreach Subcommittee Meeting—Thurs. Jan
24th @6:30 ...Bill Miller’s ..Military/Hwy 90
Contact Jose W. 210-857-2348
Boerne NA 6 Year Anniversary –Sat Jan 26th
@6pm-9pm...Boerne Turn Verein ...Speakers
Fred Y. Rebekah H...Free Food & Bowling
Regional Service Conference –Sat Feb 9th
@9am ...506 E. 28th St Bryan Tx
Tejas Bluebonnet Regional Convention 19—
Feb 22, 23, & 24 2019

I have come to understand that profanity for
effect of by unconscious usage is not suitable
when I am a convention speaker—certainly
when my presence represents carrying a
message of recovery in NA. I don’t have the
right to drive fellow addicts from any meeting just because they prefer the
English
language to be spoken as it should be!

stay clean. I’m truly grateful for this
gift of recovery and the places it has
taken me. (photos by Laura S.)

For my program and myself, I am newly dedicated to becoming a person who no longer
uses profanity while at the podium of Narcotics Anonymous
I welcome the challenge of continuing to become a better person and discovering the
essence
of
self—respect.
(Bob G. Califonia...NA Way October 2002)
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ASK ANNA KNIMITY
Do you have a burning desire but don’t have the nerve to share it in a
meeting? Or with your sponsor? Then ask “Anna Knimity”! Email your
NA-related inquiries to her at AskAnnaKnimity@yahoo.com and
“she” will answer in the next issue of the EANA Free-Way.
Dear Anna, I have a question for you… Why is NA selling Basic Text for profit
when we are fully self supporting declining outside contributions?...Just wondering…
Dear Wondering...I’m gonna have to answer you question with a question. How do you think
NA became fully self-supporting? Basic rules of Economics 101. For detailed answers join the
Literature Subcommittee and be of service.
Dear Anna, Why do I have to wait to make amends?...Ready for relief…
Dear Ready...Our predecessors knew a thing or two (about 12) about getting from point A to
point B. The steps are written in order for a reason so don’t run until you learn to walk, and
definitely with a sponsor.

(cont. pg 8… NA has been very good to me)

UPCOMING EVENTS

to be; however, I know that resting on the
progress I’ve already made is not enough.

con’t from page 9

Outreach to Boerne NA-Thurs. Dec 27th ...410 N.
Main...Contact Jose W. 210-857-2348
Steps on Sunday –Speaker Meeting Dec 30th
@7pm Bridget (Step 3) 10929 Nacogdoches #12
Activities-New Years Eve Dec 31 @5pm –after
midnight...8900 Starcrest
Outreach to Breaking the Chains -Wed Jan
2nd...103 Zavala Crystal City, Tx ...Contact Jose W.
210-857-2348
Outreach To Agape Group Sat Jan 5th ...624 Barnett Kerrville, Tx ...Contact Jose W. 210-857-2348
Making NA Service Attractive Workshop –San Jan
5th @12pm –2pm by RD & RCMs MWBR
(con’t page 11)

Whenever I share at a convention, I always
give warning that I am prone to using colorful language. The uncomfortable reality is
that for a long time I felt that this disclaimer
was sufficient license for me to not be conscious of using colorful language Until this
past convention experience, I didn’t know
the extent to which my indulgence in profanity
obscured
my
message.
An addict whose opinion I greatly respect
sent me an email after I left the last convention at which I shared. The email told, in
part about how disappointed many of the
(con’t page 11...NA has been good…)
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FROLIC 2018...THROUGH THE Eyes of a Committee Member
Frolic 2018 was one of the best
experiences in Narcotics Anonymous
I have had. In 2017 I went as a
“guest” and camped out in a tent. I
was
not
aware
at
the
time
how much
fun I could
have
in
recovery.
This year I
was on the
committee
and loved
being of service. There is nothing
like getting a few hours of sleep and
waking up at the wee hours of the
morning, in the rain to make
breakfast tacos for everyone. The
rain didn't stop us!

fruits of our

Ashley T.

labor panning out.

If I could make one recommendation
in recovery it would be to take on at
least one service commitment. The
experience will change your life and
view of Narcotics Anonymous. I was
honored to serve! Frolic is an
experience of a lifetime.

(Photos by Ashley T.)

This year it was
raining most of the
campout.
Once
again, that didn’t
stop anyone.
We
enjoyed all of the
activities and it was
a
beautiful
success. This was
my first service commitment on an
event. It takes a lot of time and
planning. It was amazing to see the

1. We didn’t stumble into this fellowship
brimming w/love, honesty,
________or_________?
2. Powerlessness means?
3. What is the primary purpose of the
NA group?
4. Working the Steps is our best
guarantee against __________?
(answers on page 12)
3

FAITH & ACCEPTANCE

with another recovering addict. Shortly after
my diagnosis, the doctor found a Suspicious
mole on my husband’s back. The biopsy
came back as a malignant melanoma, a
potentially lethal form of shin cancer.

1 December 2001 marked the beginning of
this addict’s 19th year of recovery in
Narcotics Anonymous. As I celebrated that
day with family and fries, I was completely
unaware that 2002 would be one of the most
difficult years of my life. The past six
months have been filled with tremendous
medical challenges for both my loved ones
and me.

Needlessly to say, fear encompassed every
thought. It was hard to “stay in the now’ and
not project the worst possible outcome.
Through working daily Tenth ad Eleventh
steps, I was able to stay
centered and not fall
apart.

As an active addict,
health issues and doctor’s visits were never a
priority. Part of my
recovery
process
through the Twelve
Steps has been learning
to physically take care
of myself.

Also during this time,
my father-in-law– who
is like a second father
to me– was
hospitalized with
severe
heart failure. It was an
emotional roller coast,
not knowing if he was
going to live or die.

In March 2002 the time
had come to practice
the principle of selfcare, so I went to the
doctor for a routine physical examination.
After undergoing a series of tests, I was diagnosed with a serious heart condition that only
can be treated with medication.
This
medication does not alter my mood or my
state of mind.

Life has been very
stressful. Without the
love and support of
other NA members,
things would have been even more difficult.
Fortunately, I have had a 16 year relationship
with a loving sponsor. Her direction provided me with the ability to put these medical
challenges into the hands of a loving God.
The inner strength and gratitude I receive
from working the steps give me all the tools
I need to get through each day. The miracle
here is that despite all the stress and fear, the
thought of using or going on a path of
destruction never occurred to me.

Had I not gone to the doctor, my life would
have been in jeopardy. Adjusting to taking
daily medication has been trying. Through
sharing with other addicts and praying a lot,
however, I have reached acceptance of this
situation.

Thank you, NA, for saving my sanity and
giving me such hope during a time of great
personal distress.

One of my recovery gifts is a loving marriage

(Anonymous, California NA Way Jan 2003)
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HELP WANTED
TDCJ Volunteer training will start after 2019.
Contact H&I Chair, James B., for questions
210-596-4340
EACNA V—Convention Committee meeting is
Dec 17 @7:30 @446 East Canton. ...Contact
Krys R. 210-668-4759 or Liz S. 210-607-3828 for
more info
Together We Can -New Location 14700 San
Pedro Room 201 Friday’s @8:15-9:30pm
Newsletter—Looking for hard working
individual who likes to have fun, who follows
through & is ok asking for help! If so this
position is for you… Newsletter Chair ...available
starting in January…..Contact Alice for more
information 210-861-6822

(cont. from pg. 5 How to Share)


This is not recovery. If you feel powerfully moved to share, then raise your hand
and politely wait to be recognized.
(Patience, humility, peace, surrender.)
See Steps One, Three, Seven, and
Eleven.



If you shared last night, it is not your
turn again tonight. If this is your home
group, you do not have the responsibility to share every week. If your sponsor
told you that you need to share in every
meeting that you attend, then you need
a new sponsor-quick! (Cooperation,
communication skills, selflessness, selfacceptance.) See Steps One through
Twelve.

UPCOMING EVENTS

(Friday Night Roaming Home
Maryland ...NA WAY, April 2002)

Steps on Sunday Speaker Meeting Dec 16th
Sarah T (Step 1 ) 10929 Nacogdoches #12
@7pm
Practical Foundations - Speaker Meeting Dec
17th @7:30...855 Hays St—Kerrville
No Matter What – Speaker Meeting Dec 20th
@8:30 ...Jesse H. 758 Donaldson
The Core Group –Speaker Meeting Dec 21
@6:30 Tim W...1 Haven for Hope Way
Steps on Sunday Speaker Meeting Dec 23rd –
Ashley T (Step 2) 10929 Nacogdoches #12 7pm
EANA Holiday Marathon Meetings - Mon –Tues
Dec 24th @4pm thru Dec 25 @7:15pm
Opening Speaker Dec 24th @4pm Larry H.
Closing Speaker Dec25th @6pm Jerry D,
(cont. pg. 10 Upcoming Events)

High winds hit John & Jodie’s campsite!
Frolic 2018 (photo by Laura S.)
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Group,

NA has been very good to me...
Narcotics Anonymous has given me the gift
of dreams that I never knew existed and
having them come true. I couldn’t make an
inventory that counted them all—it would
just be too extensive!

One of those dreams that I didn’t know
existed when I got clean in 1986 was the
service I would be allowed to do in NA.
Service comes in many shapes and sizes.
We do service to the best of our ability, and
as we do we find out what our best abilities
are.
Perhaps the greatest gift of service I have
received is the honor and privilege to be
invited to share my recovery at
conventions. I have had the opportunity
since 1997 to be a speaker at several NA
conventions.

While doing this particular service, I’ve met
many extraordinary people from all over the
world.
At a recent convention I experience a profound spiritual awakening. It has become the
foundation for making amends to anyone who
needs to hear it, as well as to myself.
I believe that language, word choice, and profanity have long been points of contention
throughout our fellowship. I have been called
controversial, irreverent radical, and even
militant. I need to claim my own part in this,
no matter how large or small it may appear to
be.
Profanity has been a struggle for me. It has
been a hard, uphill battle to moderate and soften it My use of profanity is not what it used

OPINION...HOW TO SHARE
I hope this finds its way into The NA Way. A
group of us have created this document out
of our love for this fellowship and the message of Narcotics Anonymous.
We’ve
offered some ideas that come from our
group’s experience, identified the spiritual
principles from which those ideas arise and
pointed to the steps that taught us those
principles.




(con’t pg 10...NA has been good…)

BEHIND THE SCENES: WHY WE CHOOSE TO SERVE
Alice D., In Loving Service
Our newly elected Vice Chair Armando S. has a clean date of April 17th,
2013. When asked, Why he chose to serve...He said, “When I got to NA it
was different from when I was at another 12 Step fellowship. I saw Matt
and Rob still being of service and I knew something was missing from my
recovery. It wasn’t about just staying clean”. He said that doing work for
the fellowship made him feel alive and is something he knew he had to do
for himself and in turn was helping others. When asked about what advice
he can give to others about being of Service: Armando said, “Being of
Service is not about just changing yourself. It helps change others lives.
Selflessness is my antidote to my self-centeredness. Thank you Armando
for being of Service. Your love for the fellowship shines through!

Part of sharing is sharing time. Give
others a chance to share. (Consideration,
respect, maturity.) See Steps Three &
Twelve.
If you share a problem, also share the
solution. (Hope, selflessness.) See Steps
Two, Seven, Nine, ad Eleven.



Every time that you share, you should
include a discussion of a spiritual principle or step. (Carrying the message.) See
Step Twelve.



If God wants you to share, He’ll have
someone call on you. (Humility,
patience.) See Steps Five, Seven, and
Eleven.



When you have very little to say, then
say very little. Don’t start by saying, “I
really don’t have much to say,” and then
talk for the next 15 minutes. Rambling is
just taking up valuable meeting time. It
is okay to be brief. (Humility, willingness
goodwill, honesty, acceptance, trust.)
See Steps One, Three, Six, and Eight.



An NA meeting is not a garbage dump.
This is the place to carry the message
of recovery, not spread your disease.
Remember: This is God’s message
you’re supposed to be carrying, and
not yours. We are, at best, vessels for
the message of a loving Higher Power.
(Selflessness hope, freedom, powerlessness, surrender.) See Steps Five,
Six, and Ten, and Tradition Five.



After you share, please do not get up
and walk right out. Set an example for
the newcomers. (Patience tolerance,
integrity, maturity.) See Steps Three
Nine, Ten, and Eleven.



If you can’t get to the meeting on time
you have surrendered your right to
share, unless you are called on.
(humility, responsibility, respect.) See
Steps Four, Seven, and Nine.



A step or topic meeting is about that
step or topic; it is not about you. If you
do not know anything about that step
or topic, then please don’t share.
(Honesty, open-mindedness, goodwill.)
See Steps One, Two, and Seven.



If you are going to share, you should
put some money in the basket.
(Responsibility, faith, trust.) See Steps
Two, Ten, and Twelve, and Tradition
Seven.



Do not just “call out.” This is rude. This
(con’t page 9 How to Share)
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LET’S CELEBRATE

LET’S CELEBRATE

JAKE I. 1/4/10
SATCH G. 12/4/1988

DEB G. 12/18/82
ANNETTE 1/13/17

GARY R. 11/6/82

IAN D. 1/7

KIM M 12/28
OLIVIA M. 1/30/2016

SUE B. 12/26

FREDDIE G. 1/7

CHRISTI V. 12/5/2017
DAVID S. 12/12/2012
BRADY B. 1/10/2013

ROY E. 1/13/2017

DANNY C. 1/1/2013
VANGIE H. 1/2/2018

TESSA R. 1/1/2018
BRADY B. 1/13

JOHNNY C. 1/18/2013
GARY R. 11/6/1982

AMBER B. 1/23/2017

WILL S. 11/22/1992

DEBORAH B. 1/1/2018

NOTE FROM EDITOR: If you want your clean day celebration featured in the newsletter.. Have your GSR send to Newsletter
Chair or text or email to 210-861-6822 with or w/o picture. (include Name and clean date)
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